
Use any 
information in 

your books to add 
to your bullseye 

enquiry. 
CHALLENGE: In 

green pen add any 
sources we have 

used that are useful 
to answer this 

question. 

Why did women gain the vote in 1918?



1)        How useful is source A for an enquiry into the work of the Suffragettes before 
1914. Use the source and your own knowledge. (4)

0 marks- Just writing about what they know with no links to the source.
0 marks- General comments about the caption (provenance). E.g. it’s useful because it’s from the 
time.
1 mark- The answers says how useful the source is and backs it up with something from the 
sources (CONTENT).
OR - The answer says what the source is showing and backs it up with something from the 
sources (CONTENT).
2 marks- The answer says how useful the source’s information is using own knowledge (CONTENT) 
AND information from the source to help explain (OWN KNOWLEDGE). 
3 marks-The answer says how reliable the source’s PROVENANCE (caption) is using own 
knowledge to help explain AND say how useful the source’s information is (OWN KNOWLEDGE).
4 marks- The answer says both parts of the 2-3 mark section. For 4 marks this is done 
with clear explanation using own knowledge (CONTENT + OWN KNOWLEDGE + 
PROVENANCE).



2 ) ‘Women’s work during WWI was the main reason why they got the vote in 1918’. How 
far do you agree with this statement (16)

1-4 marks-simple answer, no real knowledge shown, no judgement made.

5-8 marks- Judgement given, some knowledge shown- descriptive. Some knowledge of the time 
period shown. 

MAX 7-if nothing used but 2 points given.

9-12 marks- Judgement, good knowledge shown, analysis shown. 

MAX 11-if nothing used but 2 points given.

13-16 marks-Judgement, lots of knowledge, well explained, analytical explanation. 
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